
Videos on My Next Move can be overlooked 
valuable resources as the are sometimes 
mistaken for images and not expandable videos.  
Encourage students to click on the video icon.

The Job Outlook block contains a link to 
geographical salary information and 
opportunities ranked by state. 

The Explore More section provides the 
opportunity to explore related careers and other 
industries where this career is generally found. 

There are over 900 occupations, encourage 
students to explore further as these 
recommendations can be a launching point to 
explore potential occupational matches.

Using Occupational Links
Transitioning from TruMotivate to My Next Move

My Next Move has several ways to explore and find similar careers.  The occupational link in the 
TruMotivate student report will connect either directly to a single identified career or to a group of related 
careers recommended to explore based on a student's motivational results.  When a group of related careers 
is listed, that is because the motivations behind these closely similar careers can all be explored as a close 
motivational match for the student.  Start by exploring by the first career(s) that grab the student’s attention to 
learn more about that that career. 

My Next Move is an interactive tool for students to learn more about their career options.  The 
occupational links in the TruMotivate report connect directly to the personalized career exploration 
suggestions generated by your motivational profile results.  TruMotivate lists occupational matches 
based on an individual’s top five motivations in two ways: (1) based on an integration of the top 5 
motivations, and (2) the top job match for each unique motivation.  

My Next Move is powered by the data in O*NET. O*NET is a unique, powerful source for 
continually updated occupational information and labor market research. By using a contemporary, 
interactive skills-based database and a common language to describe worker skills and attributes, 
O*NET transforms mountains of data into precise, focused occupational intelligence that students 
can understand and efficiently utilize for career exploration.
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What They Do & On The Job
Read the career description and 
sample of the most important tasks 
performed by the career.

Knowledge & Skills & Abilities
See the top Knowledge, Skills, and 
Abilities for the career.

Personality & Technology
Consider the personality of people in 
this career.  Also, see some of the 
technology and software that is 
common for this career.

Links for more information

Education: Find information related 
to colleges or training by location.

Job Outlook: View salaries, 
expected growth, or follow the Find 
Jobs link to state and national job 
postings.

Explore More: Look at careers with
similar skills as this career.  Or 
browse through careers in the same
industry.

Watch A Video
Watch a video to learn more about the 
occupation and the people choose 
these careers.

O*NET Online
O*NET Online provides detailed descriptions and a link to 
the Occupational Outlook Handbook for this career.
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